Name: Ighmael Schwartz
Proposed Class: Music of all types used for personal medium transfer or backup archival methods
Brief Summary: Music that is used by natural-born persons in the United States and other nations which
we have treaties with should be exempted for all personal uses involving medium transfer or backup
archival methods, as our Constitution and our Nation do not permit Congress or any Administration
from removing those liberties granted naturally to us. This specifically includes transferring any music
bought, licensed, or rented being transferred from any specific format to any other, so long as such
transfer is limited to non-commercial uses and is not intended to be resold except as constitutionally
guaranteed irony, parody, or collage (30 seconds or less) uses.
The undemocratic anti-constitutional forces which control Congress and the current and prior
Administrations are attempting to further restrict certain constitutionally-guaranteed rights and liberties
which shall not and must not be restricted. By restricting the use of technological measures, we limit the
ability of persons who have bought music or recorded same to transfer it between mediums - for
example, from a recorded CD (which is a patented method of storage on a disc, and also a trademark)
to an MP3 file.
If you have a computer system using an operating system such as Linux, there is no driver for many
recording devices, so to perform your constitutionally-guaranteed right to transfer music you yourself
made or have license for, and transfer its medium of storage, you must reverse engineer the encoding
schemes.
This is not limited to this method - VCRs, DVDs, etc. all involve proprietary patents and licenses for
the machines, yet have no drivers for such Operating Systems, yet a licensed owner of the music or
even the creator of such music, cannot transfer it to a machine which he or she owns.
Any rule which limits such methods, for medium transfer or archival backup, is therefore in violation of
constitutional protections and must not be enacted in any way, shape or form. The constitution trumps
all - Congress and the Senate may not ignore it or circumvent it, without calling into being a
Constitutional Congress as required by the Constitution.
Here endeth the lesson.

